Your Personality In Handwriting

he purpose of this book is to acquaint
non-professional
persons
with
the
functioning of graphology and the way it
can help them to understand their own
basic personality, as well as to give an
insight into those in whom they are
interested. The book also tells the reader
the analytical methods by which a
professional graphologist is able to
discover fundamental potential abilities in
a handwriting which could serve as a guide
for the better application of them.
Graphology is neither guesswork nor
prediction. It is a serious study of the way
in which the writer expresses his
individuality by the hundreds of indications
shown in the handwriting, such as the size
of the small and capital letters, the
pressure, spacing, margins, and dozens of
other signs which must first be considered
separately and then put together to produce
the sum total of the personality picture.
While intuition on the part of the analyst
plays some part in this work (just as it is
well for anyone who works with people to
have intuition) the conclusive analysis of a
handwriting
depends
on
practical
application of the theories of graphology to
the work. This book will afford the reader a
fine insight into the meaning and function
of graphology in practical application.

There are many ways to read someones personality. For instance, did you know you could tell a lot about who someone
is just by the position they sleep in?The way you dot your is and cross your ts could reveal more than 5000 different
personality traits. Heres what your handwriting says about you. Your handwriting reveals much more than you might
imagine. Theres a whole science behind analysing handwriting for personality traitsSpecifically they claim that
individuals who share certain personality traits write in a similar fashion, so graphologists analyze handwriting to
deduce the We talked to handwriting expert Kathi McKnight about what your words truly reveal. Did you know that
your handwriting speaks volumes? Its true! How you write can indicate more than 5,000 personality traits! Theres a
wholeCould there be possibly a link between handwriting and personality type? It turns out, there is! The size of your
letters, your is and ts and even pen pressure all Your handwriting can reveal a lot about you, heres how you can find
out. Your handwriting reveals much more about your personality traitsThrough analysing handwriting, experts are able
to determine personality traits. Here are a couple ways your handwriting reveals hints into who you are.If the below was
a sample of my handwriting, would you be able to determine my personality characteristics?You might not have realized
it before, but the way you write can reveal a lot about your personality. Whether you write with a left or right slant, little
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or greatHow you craft letters and words can indicate more than 5,000 different personality traits, according to the
science of graphology, also known as handwriting Your handwriting reveals much more than you might imagine.
Theres a whole science behind analyzing handwriting for personality traits We talked to handwriting expert Kathi
McKnight about what your words truly reveal.According to handwriting analysis, the way you dot your is and cross your
ts could reveal more than 5000 different personality traits. - 4 min - Uploaded by SagaBaba - VedicAstroHandwriting
analysis: What your handwriting says about you Handwriting personality Our resident tarot expert reveals the secrets
of graphology and what your handwriting style says about you and your personality traits.Graphology is the study of
handwriting. Believe it or not, you can tell a lot about someone by the way they cross their ts and dot their is. What does
your
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